
2017 Cup of the North
Rules and Regulations

2017 ICF rules will be used in both divisions. With the exception of the following minor changes;

1) Shot clock will be used in all A Division games, as well as B Division for the 2nd round and playoffs. 
No shot clock for C Division.

2) Each game will be 10 min halfs with a 1 min break at half in the round robin, and 2 min break for 
playoff games. For the games where a result is needed the overtime format will be as follows;

- 5 minute Golden Goal (10 minutes for any Gold medal fnal, or when time permitting at 
organizers discretion)
- If tied after the Golden Goal period a shootout will follow. This will be done with the shooters 
starting with the ball at half, on the whistle they will have 12 seconds to attempt to score. 
Dribbling is allowed however only one shot attempt will be permitted, the shooter is not allowed 
to turn around or move backwards, and the goalie must stay within 1m of the net. Other regular 
rules will apply (goalie fouls, 5 seconds, illegal possession, etc).
- Teams must choose 1 goalie and 3 shooters (the goalie can also be a shooter). If tied after 3 
shooters it will go to sudden death rounds where the teams shoot one for one. The 4th and 5th 
shooters must be new players, but if still tied after 5 shooters the teams can repeat their shooters 
but only in the order as previous. Teams with more than 5 players may allow additional players to 
shoot or can choose to start with shooter #1 again.

3) Both teams must be on the pitch and ready to play as soon as the pitch is ready. If past
the scheduled start time the game will start as soon as at least 4 players are on the line.
All games will start within 3 min of the scheduled start time (or 1 minute after the previous game ended if 
behind time, whichever is sooner). The game clock will be started at this time whether or not the teams 
are not ready. If a team is not ready 1 min after the clock starts they will be penalized 1 goal, if they are 
not ready after 3 min they will be penalized 3 goals. 

4) The assigned referees must be ready to start immediately following the previous game.
Any team which does not have someone ready to ref within 3 min of scheduled start time
(or 1 min after the previous game ended if behind time) will be penalized 1 goal for their next game. If a 
team fails to have anyone show up to ref they will be penalized 3 goals. If past scheduled start time games 
may start when one ref is ready.

Note: All teams are responsible to cover all ref duties assigned to them. If they are
unable or unwilling to cover that game, they will be responsible to fnd a suitable
replacement. At the organizers discretion, experienced refs may be substituted in for
certain games throughout the tournament.

5) All A division teams are required to wear matching rash guards, matching helmets, and
the same PFD # throughout the tournament. All B division teams are required to wear
matching rash guards and the same PFD # throughout the tournament. Matching boat colors is 
recommended for both divisions but is not a requirement.

6) Tiebreaking procedures will be as per ICF Rules, with one exception in the event of a two team tie; the 
frst tie breaker will be the result(s) of the game(s) between the two teams, followed by goal difference, 
then goals scored.

Final rankings for B division places 5/6 (losers of QF) and 3/4 (losers of SF) will be determined using the 
following;

    1) Result(s) of the game(s) between the teams (if they played each other)
    2) Goal difference among common teams played
    3) Goals scored against common teams played
    4) Goal difference against teams in same division
    5) Goals for against teams in same division




